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Time relay - Timer relay 0,15...800s AC 24...230V MFRk-
E12 0,15-800S

Metz
MFRk-E12 0,15-800S
110310412230
4250184121268 EAN/GTIN

53,90 USD excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 15-16 days* (USA)

Timing relay MFRk-E12 0.15-800S Design of the electrical connection screw connection, function on-delayed, function off-delayed, function wiping on, function wiping off,
function flashing beginning with pause, fixed time, function flashing beginning with impulse, fixed time, cyclic function beginning with pause, variable , function cyclic starting
with pulse, variable, rated control supply voltage Us at AC 50 Hz 24 ... 230V, rated control supply voltage Us at DC 24 ... 24V, type of voltage for actuation AC/DC, rated
current 4A, time range 0.15 ... 800s, Number of outputs, instantaneous, NC 0 Number of outputs, instantaneous, NO 0 Number of outputs, instantaneous, changeover 2
Number of outputs, delayed, NC 0 Number of outputs, delayed, NO 0, Number of outputs, delayed , changeover contact 2, suitable for DIN rail mounting, width 22.5mm, height
75mm, depth 100mm, multifunction time relay with built-in coding switches for function one position. The time is set using a linear potentiometer on a relative scale. Four
adjustable time ranges per device, 0.15 to 800 s / 0.1 min. to 10 h, six adjustable functions, 1. ON delay, 2. ON pulse, 3. OFF delay, 4. OFF pulse, 5. Flashing pause beginning,
6. Flashing pulse starting
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